Plaza 2555
Davis, California
Blue Bus, L. P.
Legend:
- Property Line
- Parcel Line
- Street Centerline/Parcel Line
- Right of Way Line
- Abutment Right of Way
- Existing Structure, 200' Exhibit 2
- Property Boundary/Exterior Boundary
- Property Dimension, Point
- Found City Standard Cased Monument at Shown
  - Record Per 16 Maps 42
  - Record Per 13 Surveys 75
  - Record Per 2444 or 684
  - Record Per 15 Maps 54
  - Record Per 9 Parcel Maps 35
  - Record Per Document #93-0002433-00
  - Record Per Document #93-0002433-00
  - Record Per Document #93-0002433-00
  - Record Per Document #93-0002433-00
  - Record Per Document #93-0002433-00

Owner Data:
Blue Bus, L.P.
Attn. Richard Harris
455 "C" Street
Davis, California 95616
(530) 758-4700
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BIKE STORAGE

260 Square Feet
11 Buildings
24 Bikes Each Building

RESEARCH PARK DRIVE

INTERSTATE 80

CONWEB BOULEVARD

607 Bike Spaces
342 spaces

Bike Parking and On-Site Bicycle Circulation Plan
Exhibit 6
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